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some of the energy is absorbed and then 


re-emitted.  

LINE SPECTRUM

the electron in a hydrogen atom could only exist in 

specific energy states.

associated with specific circular orbits which the electron

could occupy around the atom.

move from one orbit to another by absorbing or emitting specific amounts

of energy called a “QUANTUM”.  These energy amounts (quantum) 

correspond to the energy difference between orbits.

represents energy level differences occurring when an 

electron in a higher energy level gives off energy and drops down to a 

lower level.

theory of QUANTUM MECHANICS 

electrons occupied particular regions of space

called orbitals depending on their energies instead of orbiting the nucleus 

along specific well defined paths.



the actual region of space occupied by an electron in a 

particular energy level.

lowest set of energy levels 

the set of all orbitals having the same n-value

a set of orbitals of the same type

all the orbitals for a hydrogen

atom with a given value of n have the same energy.



s - type

s - and p - types 

s -, p - and d- types are possible

s -, p -, d - , and f - types 

ONE 

THREE

FIVE 

SEVEN

can be used for all POLYELECTRONIC

ATOMS (atoms having more than one electron).  



description of how the electrons of an 

atom are arranged into orbitals.

added to the orbitals having the LOWEST energy first.

1s 2s 2p 3s 3p 4s 3d 4p 5s 4d 5p 6s 4f 5d 6p 7s 5f 6d 7p…
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shows how the periodic table can be used to predict

electron configurations.
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core                               outer

the set of electrons with the configuration of the 

noble gases (Family 18:  He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Rn, Xe) having an atomic #

less than that of the atom being considered

consist of all electrons outside the core

a way of showing the electron configuration in terms of 

core and the outer electrons.

a portion of the electronic configuration is replaced by the

symbol of the noble gas it represents.



[Ar]4s2 3d4

[Ar]4s23d9

Cr=[Ar]4s13d5

and

       Cu=[Ar]4s13d10 - filled or 1/2 filled d-subshells are the most stable.

add electrons to the 

last unfilled subshell, starting where the neutral atom left off.

O + 2e-

[He] 2s2 2p4 + 2e-

[He] 2s2 2p6

configuration, remove electrons

from the outermost shell (largest n-value) first.

the electrons in the p-orbital are removed first

[Kr]5s2 4d10

p                                 s                             d



[Kr]4d10

electrons that take part in chemical reactions

except those in the core

(full p) or in filled d or f orbitals
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